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Abstract: This article presents a logical analysis of how mentally rooted psychological diseases are constructed and what occurs mentally when a psychological change takes place as a result of treatment. Logical analysis is an approach that can be used to develop a scientific understanding of mentally rooted problems. The experience of mental distress seems to be a result of access to potentially separable and observable mental elements that involve emotions. Mental changes that occur as a result of treatment may be considered to be the result of changes in the accessibility of these mental elements. The mapping of these mental elements, as well as access to and the changing of these mental elements, can be facilitated through treatment. Empirical findings combined with logical analysis make it possible to develop scientific knowledge regarding how mentally experience psychological pain and mental disorders are constructed. This knowledge also makes it possible to develop a scientific and predictable approach to treating mentally rooted disorders and to develop mental states of well-being and skillfulness. The findings of the thesis may therefore be of interest in therapy, education, sports psychology, and performance-focused courses, among other disciplines.
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1. Introduction

This article is from a doctoral thesis accepted in 2013, which was a study of psychological distress and mental change as observed via individual change through treatment. The thesis sought to answer the following questions: how are the immediate experience of mental problems constructed mentally, and what occurs psychologically within the patients when they achieve mental changes as a result of treatment? The purpose of this paper is to illustrate the assumption that solving some of the challenges of psychiatry is possible through logical and empirically based argumentation.

This article focuses on the immediate experience of mental pain. In the following the mentally anchored psychological distress and disorders are defined as conditions that can be changed through verbal therapy, whereas somatically rooted psychological disorders are defined as mental conditions that cannot be changed through verbal interventions.

A combined design was applied. Emphasis was placed on the distribution of different types of statements in the conversation between the client and the therapist. Emphasis was also placed on the results that could be traced to the treatment in terms of mental changes. The following methods were used. The first method employed a clinical approach that was inspired by the brief therapy traditions [1-11]. Another approach, inspired by the Grounded Theory [12], was used to develop the hypothesis of the psyche and to determine the types of statements that should be investigated in the therapy sessions. A quantitative approach with an emphasis on descriptive statistics was used to examine the distribution of the various types of statements between the therapist and client.

Approximately 120 treatments and 720 consultations constitute the empirical basis for the logical analysis described in this article. The results of the analysis resulted in ten hypotheses regarding mental distress as a mental experience and the mental processes that occur when patients experienced psychological changes as a result of treatment [13]. The hypotheses that formed the foundation of the logical analysis are omitted here because logical reasoning should be obvious and intuitive and, thus, should not need theoretical justification. The development of the logical analysis was inspired by Wittgenstein's picture theory [14] Popper's theory of falsification [15] and Derrida's concept of deconstruction [16].
2. Background

2.1. Therapy Results

Previously observed permanent change as a result of short-term treatment (one to six consultations) led to the desire to understand how mental torment develops as well as what occurs mentally in patients when they achieve changes through therapy. Some example cases are as follows: A young boy with severe posttraumatic stress disorder as a result of violence, who experienced a long stay in hospital, eliminated his mental pain within three consultations after two years of constant anxiety, social isolation, and deteriorating school performance. Previous treatments had not helped. A young woman who was a victim of incest for several years during childhood was cured within five consultations. Previous treatment had not helped. Another client experiencing panic attacks, work-related conflicts, and family problems returned to work after five days of treatment. Actors, dancers, musicians, and managers have received help for performance anxiety in one to three consultations.

All of the patient treatments were conducted using the same methods, with minimal focus on the causes of the mental torment and on the context in which the mental plagues occurred. The treatment was conducted using the client’s words and statements as the basis for change. The investigation of this type of experience led to the development of ten different theories about how the mental disorder was constructed as a mental phenomenon and what occurred mentally when the patients achieved psychological improvement through treatment. Later, I discovered that most of these theories could be derived through a logical argument.

2.2. Challenges in Psychiatry

There is a lack of sufficient scientific knowledge in the field of psychiatry regarding how the psychological disorders are constructed, and about what occurs mentally when there is a change as a result of treatment is also lacking. No methods currently exist in the fields of psychology to precisely observe when in the therapeutic process the mental torment develops as well as what occurs mentally in patients when they achieve changes through therapy. Some example cases are as follows: A young boy with severe posttraumatic stress disorder as a result of violence, who experienced a long stay in hospital, eliminated his mental pain within three consultations after two years of constant anxiety, social isolation, and deteriorating school performance. Previous treatments had not helped. A young woman who was a victim of incest for several years during childhood was cured within five consultations. Previous treatment had not helped. Another client experiencing panic attacks, work-related conflicts, and family problems returned to work after five days of treatment. Actors, dancers, musicians, and managers have received help for performance anxiety in one to three consultations.

All of the patient treatments were conducted using the same methods, with minimal focus on the causes of the mental torment and on the context in which the mental plagues occurred. The treatment was conducted using the client’s words and statements as the basis for change. The investigation of this type of experience led to the development of ten different theories about how the mental disorder was constructed as a mental phenomenon and what occurred mentally when the patients achieved psychological improvement through treatment. Later, I discovered that most of these theories could be derived through a logical argument.

2.3. Challenges Related to Therapeutic Research

Findings in Meta-analyses on the aspects of successful therapy [24, 26] contain systematic errors with respect to validity. Such research is quasi-scientific, as it uses scientific methods on insufficiently valid psychological objects as indicators of mental change when investigating therapeutic factors which are responsible for the patient’s outcome of therapy. Scientists, therefore, do not have precise knowledge about the factors that are responsible for therapeutic results. The results from meta-research [24-26] which are almost completely accepted in the fields of therapy research and psychology, except from some critical reflections [25, 27, 28] showing that the specific therapeutic methods only count for 15 % of therapeutic results [25, 26] may be wrong, with the conclusion that we should obtain more valid scientific knowledge about what works in therapy and should redefine our understanding of the term “mental change”. The logical analysis described in this article may therefore be used both as a supplement to or as a basis for the critique of the weaknesses in the meta-research. This analysis alone may justify this article. Nevertheless, results from meta-research (ibid) regarding factors which are responsible for the therapeutic results do serve a positive function; namely, they describe important prerequisites for achieving changes through treatment.

3. The logical Method

I deconstructed mental disorders and analyzed the different elements in the immediately experienced emotions. The method consisted of four logically based considerations.

3.1. Specific Psychological Material Must Constitute the State of Well-Being or Distress

In the field of psychology, this material has different names, such as gestalts, traumas, anxiety, object relations, internal representations, and dysfunctional thoughts. However, these designations do not indicate how these sensations are experienced mentally, as they are scientific abstractions. These elements are described here as “external empiricism”. The following question is therefore still unanswered: What is the psychological material that constitutes the mental experiences of, for example, anxiety, trauma, and joy? This material is termed here as “the inner empiricism”.

...
3.2. The Psychic Material must Consist of Something Internal and be Limited to Psychological Elements

The material can only consist of feelings, inner sensory experiences, thoughts (words and phrases), and biological elements that anchor the other elements. My assertion is that these elements continuously anchor mental states and emotions. These elements are named the bio-psychological elements because they are both mental elements containing emotions ( psyche) and biological elements that anchor these emotions.

The modalities of mental experience are composed of visual, auditory, and kinesthetic impressions, as well as taste and smell. My findings, through an analysis of 13425 statements between the therapist (me) and the patients, obtained from a total of 11 consultations, show that the experienced modalities are emotions and that these elements control emotional experiences. Access to these items can be adjusted during therapy, thereby leading to psychological change. Some example scenarios are as follows: if the client makes an uncomfortable “black mental experience” lighter, makes an uncomfortably large visual mental picture smaller, or moves an uncomfortably close sensory experience further away, most patients will experience an immediate shift in their mental state. These findings are in agreement with those of Bandler and McDonald[13].

The emotional elements: The emotional elements are bodily sensations. Emotional experiences are, based on my findings, a result of access to modalities and linguistic elements that hold emotions[13]. Emotions are understood here as signals, not as first causes, of mental well-being or distress. The emotional elements are not available for observation by the client, but they can be accessed if the client can translate or transform these feelings, through language, into sensory experiences such as visual and kinesthetic elements. This process may occur without reducing the intensity of the emotions. The client’s emotions can thus be accessible to the therapist and can then be changed. Painful mental sensory experiences and painful linguistic elements, such as specific words, phrases, and metaphors, can be changed during the therapy process into modalities and linguistic elements that invoke more pleasant feelings, and an improved mental state for the client.

3.3. The Linguistic Elements

The linguistic elements, such as words, phrases, and metaphors, are emotions and are embedded with emotional qualities. Linguistic elements are therefore not only information about feelings or situations; they are rooted in biology at the same time that they are thought and spoken. The client’s immediate experience of his or her own emotions is therefore available to the therapist in the same moment that the words are expressed, the sensory experiences are perceived, and the feelings are experienced[13]. Every mental change thus reflects a change in the mentally related biological condition, and these biological changes anchor the emotional changes. The following are examples of emotional experiences that could prompt mental and/or biological changes: A posttraumatic incest experience from childhood was described as a dark, heavy, brown black lump of lead with spikes that rotated in the stomach at the solar plexus. Performance anxiety in a musician was experienced as a feeling of being unable to see and read the notes. The client stated that, “It was like there was a mist between me and the notes.” A feeling of resignation over a persistent problem was described as “a mountain” that the client was never able to climb.

What is common among these examples? Unpleasant unspecified emotions are translated here by language into visual and auditory modalities by the patients, which reflect a biological condition. Through this process, the connection between the client's emotions, language, modal experiences, and biological state is revealed. This process renders the client’s emotions accessible and, therefore, changeable by the therapist.

The consequence of the above mentioned process is that all emotional states are caused and controlled by the conscious or unconscious access to modalities and linguistic elements that hold the client’s emotions. The changing of emotions therefore requires that we change the modalities and/or the linguistic elements that store and trigger these emotions. When the therapist, through verbal interventions, changes the elements that hold these emotions in a specific situation, the client will not only experience an emotional change but will also immediately change the way he or she uses language in the situation that is being focused on in the therapeutic process. A change in the biological condition will also occur, which reflects and anchors the emotional experiences, inner sensory experiences, and linguistic changes.

immediate emotional changes can then be prolonged by using more interventions that have the same effects as the first interventions. Therapeutic phrases (words) may therefore be used as a method for changing the emotions that are embedded in certain words. The options for mental change through the use of words, in this manner of understanding, are extensive but must be adapted to the client’s modal preferences, mental capacity, and needs.

3.4. The Biological Elements

Concurrent with this change in the modal and linguistic elements a change will occur in the neuro-biological condition. Every word, every inner sensory experience, and every feeling reflects a neuro-biological condition in the same moment that the words are expressed, the sensory experiences are perceived, and the feelings are experienced[13]. Every mental change thus reflects a change in the mentally related biological condition, and these biological changes anchor the emotional changes. The following are examples of emotional experiences that could prompt mental and/or biological changes: A posttraumatic incest experience from childhood was described as a dark, heavy, brown black lump of lead with spikes that rotated in the stomach at the solar plexus. Performance anxiety in a musician was experienced as a feeling of being unable to see and read the notes. The client stated that, “It was like there was a mist between me and the notes.” A feeling of resignation over a persistent problem was described as “a mountain” that the client was never able to climb.

What is common among these examples? Unpleasant unspecified emotions are translated here by language into visual and auditory modalities by the patients, which reflect a biological condition. Through this process, the connection between the client's emotions, language, modal experiences, and biological state is revealed. This process renders the client's emotions accessible and, therefore, changeable by the therapist.

The consequence of the above mentioned process is that all emotional states are caused and controlled by the conscious or unconscious access to modalities and linguistic elements that hold the client’s emotions. The changing of emotions therefore requires that we change the modalities and/or the linguistic elements that store and trigger these emotions. When the therapist, through verbal interventions, changes the elements that hold these emotions in a specific situation, the client will not only experience an emotional change but will also immediately change the way he or she uses language in the situation that is being focused on in the therapeutic process. A change in the biological condition will also occur, which reflects and anchors the emotional experiences, inner sensory experiences, and linguistic changes.
4. A Definition of Mentally Rooted Psychiatric Distress and Mental Change

These observations led to the following definition of mentally anchored psychological disease: every momentarily experienced mentally rooted disorder can be defined as a result of the immediate access to bio-psychological elements that store the client’s emotions related to the mental disorder, whereas a long-lasting mental disorder can be defined as access to these items over a long period of time. Considering this definition, the challenge, when one wants to study what constitutes the experience of immediate psychological pain, consists of mapping the client’s modal experiences and linguistic elements, which are connected to the client’s emotions.

Because any immediate experience of psychic pain is the result of access to mental elements that store this pain, a mental change must follow changes in these items. A permanent change in the psychological disorder must therefore be a consequence of a permanent change in the client’s access to the bio-psychological elements that hold the psychological pain.

5. Logical Considerations

5.1. The Arguments

A study on burnout led to extensive amounts of information about this psychological condition. The conclusion was that burnout or any other mental state is a result of some psychic material that is coupled with or decoupled from the psyche in a given moment or over time. The material that is connected to or disconnected from the psyche is either positively or negatively psychologically charged. In addition, this mental material must be related to the past, present, or future.

This structure results in a total of 12 possible main mental states in each moment, namely 6 positively and 6 negatively charged psychological mental states. The 6 positive conditions must be the result of positive psychic material being connected to the mental state. This material could stem from the past (a pleasant experience), from the present (an immediate joy), or it may be connected to the future (a feeling of hope). At the same time, some negatively charged material, also from the past, the present, or the future, will be disconnected from the consciousness. The 6 negatively charged mental states indicate that negatively charged psychic material is connected to the mental state. This material could also stem from the past (a trauma) or the present (dysfunctional thoughts), or it could be connected to the future (catastrophic anxiety). At the same time, some positively charged psychic materials are disconnected.

My conclusion is that all mental states can be categorized into 1 of these 12 possible mental states in every moment, although the mental states may change from moment to moment.

Given that we only have 12 major mental conditions, we logically have only 12 main forms of mental change in every moment: 6 that lead to well-being and 6 that lead to the experience of mental distress. The 6 positive patterns of change indicate that positively charged psychological material is connected to the mental state, while, at the same time, negatively charged mental material is disconnected, through therapeutic interventions, in the same moment. The 6 negative forms of mental change, which lead to psychological distress, indicate that negatively charged mental material from the past, present, or future becomes connected to the psyche at a specific moment. At the same time, positive psychological material associated with the past, present, or future is disconnected from the mental state, also as a result of the verbal interventions by the therapist.

5.2. Some Examples

A client told me that she pictured herself sitting on the floor with a doll. The doll was big, and she was small. The doll said unpleasant things and commanded the girl to do things in a stern voice. Based on the girl's wishes and my interventions, the girl made the doll smaller in her mental picture, which means that I disconnected the negatively charged visual material in such a way that the doll became a regular doll, and the girl became connected to a more positive mental state. The doll's voice was also changed from a stern voice to a more friendly voice, i.e., positively charged mental material. The girl immediately felt much better. The hallucination disappeared, and we continued the treatment as before. We did not try to understand the mental processes that led to the hallucination; we only changed the negatively charged sensory experiences that anchored the experience of mental distress.

A client was mentally fatigued from experiencing the same mental problems for a long period of time. This situation meant that negative psychic material was connected to the mental state. As mentioned before, the client experienced the feeling of despair as a mountain he could never overcome. I "requisitioned" a helicopter, mentally, which was consistent with the client's linguistic logic and allowed the client to "fly up" over the mountain. In this situation, the client experienced a positive sensation in the form of a positively charged visual element. High above the mountain, the client exclaimed that he now could overlook the problem and that the problem seemed to be smaller and therefore less serious than before.

What occurred mentally in these examples?

The patients experienced mental pain in these situations, indicating that some negatively charged mental material was linked to the mental state. When asked by the therapist about how the feeling was experienced, the patients translated the unpleasant feelings to sensory elements bearing the same degree of emotional pain through language. These items are now regarded as a direct expression of the patients’ emotions.

The modalities and linguistic elements that are responsible for the unpleasant emotions are then
disconnected through my interventions, whereas positively charged modalities and positive linguistic elements are added to the mental state. The therapeutic language is based on the words and metaphors used by the patients to describe their mental pain. Uncoupling and decoupling psychiatric material always occurs in the present. In approximately 90 minutes, approximately 100 change processes of this type can occur. The sums of the small changes lead to the overall psychological change in each consultation.

6. Some Answers to a Crucial Question

How is it possible to continuously reduce mental disorders that have lasted for years just in some few hours by changing the client’s access to the negatively charged mental elements and by placing the clients in a situation where they produce mental elements bearing psychologically wellbeing through the therapy?

The first answer is that the new mental elements do have the same properties as the negatively charged ones. One of these properties is stability. One reason for the stability of the mental disorders is the stability in the mental elements bearing the mental pain. But this stability also applies to the new positive mental elements being developed through therapy, and which are giving the clients access to psychological wellbeing. The mental experiences and the feeling of mastering or wellbeing can therefore be as stable as the former mental disorder. Another reason stems from some peculiar experiences, which have been tested through thousands of interventions. It looks like that if we destroy the mental elements holding the mental pain, the clients reduce the tendency to produce, reinforce or to get access to mentally negatively charged material. And it follows that the more the clients are getting access to positive mental material; the clients will produce mental material with the same qualities in his ordinary life. These experiences also explain why it may be difficult for some clients to change or reduce the mental disorder through therapy. The one reason is that that the new mental elements are weaker or less intense than the existing ones. The second is that the client can produce or get access to more negatively charged mental material in his daily life than the therapist can reduce in the small hours of therapy. And the third reason may be that the amount of negatively mental material that must be changed reduced or destroyed may be to much. But this moments are only telling that the therapist have more work to do. My experience is that almost all psychological disorders may be changed through therapy.

7. A Logic-Based Allegation on Damasio’s Errors

Damasio, the Portuguese-American neurologist, has written some interesting books on the connection between neurological processes and emotions, mostly based on investigations of the damaged brain \cite{38,31}. His analyses are both profound and inspiring, but our conjecture is that he will not succeed in finding the observable link between brain processes and emotions until he precisely understands the psyche and mental processes; that is, he will not understand mental processes without altering his focus from the damaged brain and the results from brain scanning to real-life mental processes. We believe that this problem exists across all neuroscientific studies of this nature. Without a scientifically valid understanding of how emotional states are mentally constructed and without understanding when during therapy the client experiences a mental change, the scientists will not be able to interpret the results from different methods of brain scanning. We cannot draw scientific inferences from the results of the neurological research on emotional states without a scientifically falsifiable and controllable knowledge of mental and emotional states.

8. Conclusions

Every mental state is composed of modalities and linguistic and emotional elements that are rooted in mentally related biological elements. Mental pain can therefore be observed by focusing on the modalities and linguistic elements that anchor this pain. Mentally rooted disorders are, in principle, derived from the same mental elements, such as joy, motivation, skillfulness, aggression, love, and hate, and these strongly different emotions or abilities can be altered and developed through the same types of interventions, by altering the modalities and the linguistic elements that are connected to the psychological distress. These processes of mental change are similar in nature regardless of whether patients are suffering from mental pain and distress or are functioning well but want to improve certain skills or their personality. This situation makes it possible to treat mentally anchored disorders in a predictable manner and to do so with limited information about the client’s situation and the context in which the mental disorders are unfolding. But we have to be aware of the possibility that the therapist may conserve, reinforce or produce mental elements bearing mental pain as a consequence of the way he or she is using language, which will prolong the mental disorder.

The brain processes are extremely complex, but the psyche and the mental rooted disorder are much simpler in its composition, and are much easier to alter through verbal interventions than psychologists and therapists believe, and that is presented through psychology and psychiatry. Treatment may still be a complex task.
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